GRANADA
Discover Granada is an adventure, perhaps by
Arabic heritage of mystery still surrounds it,
perhaps
by the narrowness of the streets or the treasures
that
hidden. Contemplate it has always been
considered a
privilege as evidenced by the popular saying:
"Give him alms
women, there is nothing in life as the penalty of
blind in Granada.

Granada is the capital of the province. The city
sits on the confluence of the rivers Darro and
Genil,
the foot of Sierra Nevada and opening up the
fertile valley.
At the foot of the Alhambra, the most emblematic
monument
visit each year over two million people,
is a city full of animation and monuments.
City 'Moors and Christians', heritage, although
clearly differentiated, brings the legacy of both
cultures. Enriched for centuries by Arabs,
Christian gave to the city unique monuments.
The river Darro is emblematic artery from
Plaza Nueva (the Royal Chancery and Mudejar

Church of San Gil and Santa Ana) to the
Promenade
Sorry, punctuated by the Bañuelo (Arab bath
Walnut
XI century), the plateresca Castril house, home of
Archaeological Museum, and a trail of buildings
and
monuments.
Facing the Alhambra stands the Albaicin, packed
winding alleys and stronghold of the Islamic
city. Was
the central focus of the city and Nazari Zirid period
as
evidenced by the many testimonies which have
been
conserved. Chapiz slope up from the Darro
inward, in this area include the Church
San Juan de los Reyes, with a minaret tower
XIII century mosque, in the highest,
church and the Mirador de San Nicolas with a
splendid
views of the Alhambra, and the Church of the
Savior,
built on the old mosque.
Al-Andalus is breathed to go in the Albaicin
Long Square and the Arch of the weights, door
Alhacaba slope wall, topped by the door
Monaita. Another of the monuments with the faced
in
this neighborhood is the Convent of Santa Isabel

la Real that
intertwined with the Palace of Dar al-Horrocks, the
House of
Queen "where the mother resided Boabdil, the last
king
Nazari Granada. On the streets Boilers New and
Old woman descends to Elvira Street, which
through
your door connecting the Albaicín the medina.

